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Abstract

The field of friction - especially at the mesoscopic and microscopic scales

- lacks fundamental understanding. One of the main difficulties is that we

can observe only time-averaged values of the physical quantities because

the atomistic dissipative nonlinear phenomena usually hide within an in-

accessible interface between the sliding solids. The research carried out

by Bohlein and colleagues shows that colloidal particle crystals - charged

polystyrene spheres in their case - can cast new light on elementary fric-

tional processes in ideally controlled sliding systems, when trapped in laser

interference fields. Now the true motion of every individual particle can

be observed in time, during sliding. Colloidal friction provides an unprece-

dented real-time insight into the basic dynamical mechanisms at play. This

privilege was hitherto restricted to the ideal world of Molecular-Dynamics

simulations. In this work we simulate the Bohlein’s experiment under var-

ied conditions.

In the present work, we introduce the model used to represent the col-

loidal particles and the simulation protocol we adopted. Then we present

the results of the different kinds of simulations we carried out. In partic-

ular we focus on the importance of solitonic structures in the depinning

transition, on the effects of the corrugation on the static friction force, and

on the dynamics of rotated configurations.
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1 Introduction

The field of friction - especially at the mesoscopic and microscopic scales - lacks

fundamental understanding. One of the main difficulties is that we can observe

only time-averaged values of collective physical quantities because the atomistic

dissipative nonlinear phenomena usually hide within an inaccessible interface be-

tween the sliding solids. The research carried out by Bohlein and collaborators [1]

shows that colloidal particle crystals - charged polystyrene spheres in their case -

can cast new light on elementary frictional processes in ideally controlled sliding

systems, when trapped in interfering laser fields. Now the true motion of every

individual particle can be observed in time, during sliding. Colloidal friction pro-

vides an unprecedented real-time insight into the basic dynamical mechanisms

at play. This privilege was hitherto restricted to the ideal world of molecular-

dynamics (MD) simulations.[2]

In this work we simulate the Bohlein’s experiment under varied conditions.

Bohlein and colleagues demonstrate the dynamics of solitonic structures by driv-

ing the colloidal system - which naturally forms a 2D triangular crystal in water in

the presence of gravitational and optical forces - across commensurate and incom-

mensurate laser-generate substrate potential geometries. We choose this periodic

potential with a three-fold symmetry, so that its minima form a triangular lattice

similar to the colloidal one. By applying an equal force on all colloidal particles,

we simulate the dragging force acting on the particles when the experimental cell

is set in motion at a constant speed.

In the present work, we introduce the model used to represent the colloidal

particles and the simulation protocol we adopted. Then we present the results

of the different kinds of simulations we carried out. In particular we focus on

the importance of solitonic structures in the depinning transition, on the effects

of the corrugation on the static friction force, and on the dynamics of rotated

configurations.

2 The model

We describe colloidal particles as “atomic” point-like objects. We have to account

for mutual repulsion, external forces and the interaction with the viscous solution

in which they are immersed.

The equation of motion for the j-th particle is:

mr̈j + η(ṙj − vx) = −∇
rj
(U2 + Uext) (1)

where rj is the 2-dimensional displacement vector relative to the center of the
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cell, identifying the j-th particle and vx is the drift velocity, oriented along the

x̂-axis. F = ηvx is the external force experienced by colloidal particles.

We are in an over-damped situation. Indeed the motion of colloidal particles

in liquids is characterized by a very high Reynold number. Thus the inertial

term can be neglected and we can assume a completely diffusive motion, with an

appropriate choice of η.

Our work focuses on T = 0 simulations, but where we want to take into

account thermal motions, this is implemented by suitable Gaussian random forces

in a Langevin approach.

The mutual interaction among particles is represented by the 2-body poten-

tial:

U2 =
N
∑

j<j′

V (|rj − r′j|) , (2)

and the screened Coulomb repulsion varies with inter-particles distance as a

Yukawa-like potential

V (r) =
Q

r
exp (−r/λD). (3)

The above expression holds only for separation r > 2ρ, the diameter ≃ 3.9 µm of

a colloidal particle at which a hard-core repulsion sets in. In experiment, colloids

approach to typical nearest-neighbor separations r ≃ 5.7 nm ≃ 30λD [1]. When

colloids happen to approach closer than that, the violent exponential increase of

V (r), pushes them apart far before the hard-core repulsion sets in: inclusion of

the hard-core term would lead to no change in the colloid trajectories.

The 1-body external potential energy

Uext =
N
∑

j

Vext(rj) (4)

is induced by a modulated laser field, and can be shaped with substantial freedom.

We assume the following spatial variation:

Vext(r) = G(r)[−Ac + V0Wn(r)] , (5)

where

G(r) = exp

(

−
|r|2

2σ2

)

, (6)

is an unnormalized Gaussian of (large) width σ, accounting for the overall inten-

sity envelope of the laser beam, and

Wn(r) = −
1

n2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

n−1
∑

l=0

exp(ikl · r)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (7)
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η N Q λD Ac σ n V0

cluster 1.4 28861 1013 0.03 10.5 90 3 0.1

Table 1: The values of the numerical parameters adopted for the sim-

ulated model, Eqs. (3), (5), (6), and (7). The units are arbitrary, but

can be conveniently assumed to match colloid experiments if length is

expressed in units of acoll ≃ 5.7 µm, force is expressed in terms of the

single-colloid barrier Fs1, Eq. (10), which is approximately 0.1 nN in

experiment.

is a periodic (for n = 2, 3, 4, or 6) or quasi-periodic potential of n-fold symmetry

[3] produced by the interference of n laser beams, representing the substrate

corrugation. The appropriate 2D interference pattern is realized by taking

kl =
cnπ

alas

[

cos

(

2πl

n
+ αn

)

, sin

(

2πl

n
+ αn

)]

. (8)

Here, the values of the numerical constant cn are chosen in order to match the

potential lattice spacing to the laser interference periodicity alas and those of αn

are chosen so that one of the primitive vectors of the periodic potential Wn(r) is

directed along the x axis. We choose to adopt a n = 3-fold symmetry pattern, in

order to match the colloidal lattice. The numerical coefficients adopted for this

configuration are: cn = 4/3 , αn = 0 .

The two positive amplitudes Ac and V0, respectively, set the intensity of

the overall confining potential attracting the colloids toward the simulation-cell

center and the intensity of the corrugated localizing term. Note that both the

constant Ac and the oscillating term undergo the same overall Gaussian intensity

modulation, as realized by the product form, Eq. (5), consistently with exper-

iment [1]. This means that the pinning effect of the corrugated potential Wn

weakens marginally in the outer region, compared to the central area.

We simulate the colloidal system in a periodically repeated square box of side

L using smart periodic boundary conditions: pairwise interactions are reported

within the same primitive supercell, but particles exiting the supercell are not

folded back into it, so that even when the supercell cannot match the periodicity

of the potential (due to the presence of overall Gaussian modulation), no discon-

tinuity occurs in the particle motion, which thus extends over the whole x − y

plane. Such boundary conditions are meaningful for two kinds of simulations:

1. Assuming σ ≫ L, and filling the supercell with a full monolayer. In this

approach, one simulates an essentially infinite system, for which a given
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Figure 1: The hexagonal corrugated potential energy profile W3(x, y)

as a function of position. Observe the minima at energy −V0, the sad-

dle points at energy −V0/9, and the maxima at energy 0. Accordingly,

the resulting corrugation in the x direction equals 8

9
V0.
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average colloid density is fixed by the number of colloids and the supercell

size.

2. An island of particles is located near the center of a much wider supercell,

with few or no particle crossing the cell boundary. The average density of

particles is established by the balance between the inter-particle repulsion

and the overall trapping forces.

In either version, by choosing appropriate ratios of the average particle spacing

to the periodic lattice spacing alas one can realize several static super-structures,

including a rich range of solitonic patterns. The first approach would be closer

to experiment, but also far more expensive computationally, as it would involve

a “sea” of far-away colloids essentially not involved in the solitonic physics near

the center. In the present work we adopt therefore the second approach, with the

numerical parameters listed in Table 1.

The shape of the periodic potential is depicted in Fig. 1. The corrugation

profile in the smallest-barrier sliding directions, e.g. x̂, is

W3(x, 0) = −V0

(

5

9
+

4

9
cos

2πx

alas

)

, (9)

with a barrier amplitude 8

9
V0. Accordingly, the static friction force for an isolated

colloid, i.e. the minimum force that an single colloid needs to be dragged with to

undergo free sliding, is given by

Fs1 =
8πV0

9alas
. (10)

We refer the depinning force per colloid in many-colloid calculations to this bar-

rier.

With the adopted parameters, the balance of the Gaussian confinement and

the repulsive colloid-colloid repulsion (no corrugation: V0 = 0) leads to an equilib-

rium spacing acoll = aeq = 0.982. We purposely tune the parameters to obtain this

value of the equilibrium separation: by constructing an initial colloid configura-

tion with acoll = 1 we produce a “commensurate” equilibrium density compatible

with a moderate soliton density, as is done in experiment [1]. Obviously this is

not a really commensurate setup. The latter could instead be realized if we set

alas = aeq = 0.982, but we don’t do this in the present work.

To free our results from the details of the simulation parameters, we refer

all the forces to Fs1 and all the velocities to the corresponding sliding velocity for

a free colloid under the action of this force:

vs1 = Fs1/η. (11)
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2.1 The simulation protocol

The initial configuration is obtained by cutting a circle into a perfect hexagonal

lattice of spacing acoll = 1. A simulation is first run with zero external Stokes

force F = 0, in the presence of both the confining Gaussian and the periodic

potential of lattice spacing alas. Mismatched geometries are generated by taking

alas = 1.05 (solitons) or alas = 0.95 (antisolitons). During this initial F = 0 run,

the colloid structure relaxes to form better lattice-matched regions separated by

a triangular network of solitonic / antisolitonic defective regions characterized by

a shorter / longer average inter-colloid separation. During the F = 0 simulation,

the high mobility of these solitonic defects allows the colloidal system to heal

the initial tensile strain, thus compressing to an average nearest-neighbor spacing

acoll ≃ aeq. This leads to a visibly smaller spacing of solitons than antisolitons.

The commensurate case is simulated by taking alas = 1. In this case, all colloids sit

from the beginning at the nearest W3 potential minimum, and thus undergo little

or no initial rearrangement during this initial F = 0 simulation. In particular,

the overall tensile strain is left unhealed in this highly pinned state. Only when

solitonic structures move in from the sample boundary into the central region

under the action of the dragging force, does the global tensile strain heal, with

the establishment of a weak but finite soliton density.

Following the experimental approach, a dragging x̂-directed force F of vari-

able intensity is made act on each particle in the sample. This force F is kept

fixed for a finite time tF ; the sign of this force is subsequently reversed for an equal

time duration. Afterwards, this 2-step process is repeated with an increased force

F +∆F . In experiment, the uniform force is produced by the viscous drag of the

colloids produced by a fixed-amplitude reciprocating motion of the experimental

cell. To mimic this scheme, here we carry out each forward and backward run for

an amount of time tF inversely proportional to the force value (and thus the cell

speed) F itself. The product of F tF is selected in such a way that, under the

action of this force F acting for a time tF , an isolated unconfined particle would

move by a few lattice spacings F tF/η ≈ (2÷ 3)alas typically.

To evaluate the “bulk” sliding density, excluding boundary effects, we select

a square central region of size 80 × 80, containing ∼ 7400 colloids. We drop an

initial transient of approximately 30% of the simulation time to allow the colloid

to heal local strains induced by the sudden switch of the force sign. We then

compute the average x̂-component of the velocity of this central block over the

rest of the simulation duration.
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3 Results

3.1 Static friction

In this section we investigate the occurrence of the depinning transition. We look

for the static friction force needed to make the colloidal system slide. We compare

the commensurate (matched lattices) and incommensurate (mismatched) cases.

Moreover we observe the importance of solitonic structures and we see how they

are related to the overall sliding of the colloids.

3.2 Matched lattices: the depinning transition

In the commensurate case acoll = alas = 1, the periodic potential lattice spacing

is matched with the colloidal lattice spacing. The colloidal particles are pinned

to the substrate potential. We can see that when we reach the static friction

force Fs1 the system starts moving. Applying forces smaller than Fs1 we observe

some antikinks - solitonic waves of lower density (less dense regions moving in

the opposite way to the force) - forming near the edge, but these antikinks do

not reach the center because of the reciprocation protocol: they retract to the

edge when the force is reversed. Thus the system is pinned. However in Fig. 4

we can see that if we let one of this small-force simulations last longer we have a

depinning effect due to the antisolitons entering in the bulk zone. Thus the de-

pinning transition depends strongly on the adopted simulation (or experimental)

protocol. These waves indicate a partial depinning of the outer less dense region.

Accordingly, the overall CM velocity starts to deviate from zero even while the

the central (bulk) region is still pinned. We can observe this effect in Fig. 5.

At the depinning force Fs the bulk region begins to show a net velocity.

We observe the nucleation of a kink in the peripheral region when we reach this

force. This solitonic wave, propagating in the force direction, totally depins the

particles when it passes by. Increasing the force further the system rapidly reaches

the free-motion velocity. We see that solitons constitute the real mobile sliding

objects as opposed to the single particles, which have highly constrained motion.

This is especially evident in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

3.2.1 Hysteresis

In the presence of strong dissipation, when the viscous friction coefficient is much

larger than the characteristic vibrational frequencies of the system, the motion

is overdamped; the depinning transition is in most cases expected to be of the

second order, and indistinguishable from the reverse pinning transition [4]. We
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Commensurate geometry: nucleation and propagation of a

kink-solitonic region followed by its forward (rightward) displacement.

Darker color identifies colloids moving at a velocity higher than a fixed

threshold. The three snapshots representing most of the simulated

colloids are taken at regular intervals during a simulation carried out

at the depinning threshold F = Fs = 0.824Fs1. Observe the formation

and right-ward propagation of the soliton. Also anti-kinks propagating

backward (leftward) at the simulated island edges are visible.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3: A blowup of the central (bulk) region of Fig. 2. A kink is

visibly entering from the left side and moving in the force direction.

investigate the presence of hysteresis, and in particular if the kinetic friction force

turns out smaller than the static threshold Fs. While in all other simulations we

start from F = 0 and then increase the force, here after one such ”normal”

simulation we take the final configuration, in which the system is depinned, and

thence we start a simulation decreasing the force. Then we compare the result

with the force-increasing simulations, in order to observe if the depinning and the

re-pinning transitions occur at the same force Fs or not.

We tried both with the standard simulation protocol and without reversing

the force at every step. In Fig. 7 we observe that in the non-reciprocating case

there is a perfect match of the two sets of data, thus no hysteretic behaviour

is observed, as expected. On the other hand when we adopt the reciprocating

protocol we do observe hysteresis, as shown in Fig. 6. To understand the origin

of this hysteretic behaviour, we visualize typical simulation snapshots at force

F/Fs1 = 0.7, where the system is pinned for increasing force, and depined when

decreasing F . We see (Fig. 8) that in the decreasing-F simulation sliding is

assisted by solitons, which survive the reduction of F , untill eventually they get

finally expelled and annihilate.

3.3 Mismatched lattices: kinks and anti-kinks

The incommensurate cases, in which the substrate periodicity is mismatched with

respect to the colloid one, provide another proof of the important role played by

solitons in the system depinning. For the adopted value V0 = 0.1 of the substrate
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Figure 4: Bulk region of a commensurate simulation, carried out with-

out the standard reciprocation protocol, but rather with constantly

positive force. We can observe the depinning due to backward-moving

anti-solitons entering from the right side. This simulation is carried

out at a force (F = 0.537Fs1) that does not cause depinning with the

standard reciprocating protocol , but we see that if we extend the sim-

ulation for a long time, the anti-solitons eventually reach the central

region causing the depinning.
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Figure 5: A mobility plot of the colloid in the commensurate geometry.

Stars: velocity of the center of mass of the entire system; triangles:

velocity of the bulk region only. The solid line shows the free motion.
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Figure 6: Commensurate system: cycling force up and down, using

the standard reciprocating protocol. Up-triangles: increasing force;

down-triangles: decreasing force. A hysteresis cycle is clearly visible,

and it retraces itself if the up-down force cycle is repeated further.
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Figure 7: As in Fig. 6, but with no force reciprocation; no hysteresis

is observed.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Commensurate geometry: bulk region, reciprocation pro-

tocol, see Fig. 6. Frames at the same force (F/Fs1 = 0.7) and at

the same simulation time for (a) increasing and (b) decreasing forces.

In frame (a) the colloid is still fully pinned (no solitons). In frame

(b) a soliton (revealed by visible bonds) is still present and travelling

rightward.
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Figure 9: The mobility in lattice-mismatched geometries: the velocity

of the central region as a function of the Stokes force F . Red triangles:

soliton geometry. Blue crosses: antisoliton geometry. The solid line

shows the free motion.
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Figure 10: Soliton geometry. Comparison of three different simulation

protocols. Stars: simulations in which we adopted the reciprocating

protocol, but with a fixed time of 30 units. Up-triangles: no recipro-

cation, same time duration. Diamonds: no reciprocation, simulation

time = 200 units, long enough for the colloid island to settle close to

the equilibrium point of the external force F and the restoring force

provided by the overall confining Gaussian potential. The black solid-

line represents free motion.

corrugation, in both kink and anti-kink cases we have a complete depinning al-

ready from the smallest applied force. Due to the presence of defects since the

start of these simulations, the system is already depinned from arbitrarily small

forces. This confirms the importance of solitonic structures for the motion of the

colloidal system. Figure 9 shows the velocity of the central region as a function

of the Stokes force applied to the particles, comparing the two mismatched cases.

We can see that for incommensurate substrates the velocity follows closely the

free-colloid speed.

As we noted above, the observed phenomena depend significantly on the

adopted simulation protocol. An important parameter is the simulation time.

Like in Section 3.2 we observe different effects if we make longer simulations than

in the standard of our simulation protocol. We compare three different simulation

protocols for the kink case. Fig. 10 shows that the reciprocating protocol finds

a substantially free motion. Especially far long the simulation time = 200 units

the velocity remains near 0.
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Figure 11: Commensurate geometry for three different amplitudes

of the corrugated potential Wn. Crosses represent the corrugation

investigated in all previous calculations.

3.4 Dependency on corrugation

By increasing the amplitude V0 of the periodic potential, i.e. the corrugation,

of course the static friction also increases. In Fig. 11 we compare the depinning

transitions for three different V0 values in the matched configuration.

For high values of corrugation we observe, unlike the previous simulations,

pinning even in the antisolitons case (Fig. 12), where the colloidal lattice is less

dense than the substrate minima. The reason is that, when corrugation is in-

creased, kinks and, much more so, antikinks become sharper, i.e. spatially more

localized. Antisolitons in particular turn rapidly into sharp domain boundaries

between essentially commensurate regions. It takes therefore a finite force to

overcome this barrier and set them into motion. Solitons, in contrast, are far

more difficult to ”compress” and therefore they remain delocalized and unpinned

up to much larger corrugation amplitudes.
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Figure 12: Comparison of the mobilities for different geometries. Here

the simulations are carried out for V0 = 0.5, rather than for V0 =

0.1. We observe that for small forces even the antisolitons (crosses)

are pinned. The solitons (stars) are always depinned instead. the

commensurate case (triangles) is the same as Fig. 11.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Rotated geometry, commensurate spacings, periodic po-

tential at amplitude V0 = 1. The snapshots represent a portion of the

sample at the down-left corner relative to the central (bulk) region. (a)

Initial configuration, rotation angle θ = 30◦ . (b) After 50 time units

we observe the cohexistence of a still rotated zone, and a peripheral

region which has realigned its (defective) lattice back to θ = 0◦.
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Figure 14: The function we used in the code for averaging angles.

3.5 Lattice mismatch via rotation

Another possibility to generate mismatch is the presence of an initial angle θ of

rotation between the colloidal lattice and the substrate one as auggested by the

experiment carried out on graphite in Frenken’s group [5].

First we run F = 0 simulations to verify the tendency of the colloid lattice

to rotate back parallel to the crystal directions of the corrugated potential, under

different corrugation amplitudes. We also did preliminary studies of the effect

of temperature using a Langevin approach but we do not report those results

here. Finally we switch on the force in order to test the effect of the rotated

configuration on the depinning transition.

After starting from an initially fully rotated colloid lattice, see Fig. 13(a),

the colloid relaxes with different zones characterized by different local rotation

angles. For example Fig. 13(b) represents the coexistence of a central region

where the initial θ = 30◦ is retained, and a surrounding region where local θ = 0◦

arrangement, compatible with the corrugated potential, is realized.

We developed a program which gives us a quantitative way to evaluate the

rotation of the colloidal lattice. For each particle we want to obtain the rotation

of its nearest-neighbours relative to the periodic potential lattice, which we keep
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fixed with a primitive vector oriented along the x̂-direction. Starting from the

list of these neighbours and the position of each particle, we compute the angular

deviation from the position the particles would have if there was no rotation. In

order to do this we use the function

f(θ) = |fmod(θ +
π

6
,
π

3
)−

π

6
)|; (12)

where ”fmod” is a function returning the first variable moduled the second one:

fmod(x, y) = x− floor(x/y) ∗ y (13)

where floor() is the function that returns the integer part of a real number. Fig. 14

represents a plot of the function f(θ) expressed in degrees. Averaging the results

of this function applied to all θ angles identifying the vectors joining each colloid

to its nearest-neighbors, we estimate the angular deviation of each particle. We

can then characterize the overall sample alignament by constructing an histogram

of the resulting single-colloid average angles.

3.5.1 Effects of corrugation

For different initial angles it takes different values of the periodic potential am-

plitude to induce a complete reordering of the colloidal lattice. Figure 15 sug-

gests that a more rotated initial angle requires a larger V0 to induce spontaneous

reorientation. Different corrugation amplitudes induce different patterns in the

detailed motion of the particles during their reorientation, not only in the number

of rotated particles. For small initial rotations and large V0, the system under-

goes a rapid complete reorganization which happens via clusters. Few particles

at fixed distances, forming a sort of lattice, remain substantially still, while all

other particles rearrange around them, see Fig. 16.

When the colloidal lattice is more rotated, and V0 is smaller, we observe

that rotations start at the system periphery. The central region remains rotated

(and unpinned) for essentially infinitely long time: when V0 is small enough, the

rotated cluster does not shrink during the simulation time, even under the effect

of the reciprocating driving force, see section section. 3.5.2 below. A third kind

of behavior is observed in an intermediate-V0 case. For example in Fig. 17 we

notice how the reorganization proceeds simultaneously from the center and from

the edge of the colloidal system.

3.5.2 Depinning

We simulate friction experiments in a configuration with small corrugation V0 =

0.1, where we observe only a partial reorientation at the edge of the system. In
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Figure 15: The time evolution of the histograms of the angular ori-

entations of three initially rotated configurations interacting with a

corrugation potential with the same V0 = 0.5. (a) θ = 5.9◦, (b)

θ = 15◦, (c) θ = 30◦. The columns represent the relative frequency of

a certain orientation in the colloid sample snapshot. The solid-filled

column represents the initial condition: all the particles are rotated.

The stripe-colored histograms represent the final state of each simu-

lation.
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Figure 16: The time sequence of the relaxation from an initially

rotated configuration (5.9◦) toward a final unrotated equilibrium ge-

ometry. Here the periodic potential amplitude is V0 = 1.
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Figure 17: The time sequence of the transition from an initially ro-

tated configuration (15◦) toward unrotated equilibrium. Here the pe-

riodic potential amplitude is V0 = 0.5. Rotation proceeds inward from

the periphery toward the bulk central part.
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Figure 18: Rotated initial configuration (θ = 15◦), commensurate

lattice spacing. Due to the modest corrugation V0 = 0.1, the ro-

tated configuration is substantially stable or long-lived metastable, to

the extent that a full simulation protocol can be carried out, with

the central region remaining rotated throughout. Peripheral colloids

(simulation snapshot in Fig. 13(b)) rotate back to θ = 0 in the early

(thus pin partly).
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such kind of configuration the grain boundary between the central rotated region

and the outward realigned ring stabilizes substantially during the simulations,

allowing to characterize in full the tribological properties of the central region: it

is fully unpinned, see Fig. 18.

In fact the periphery is more pinned than the bulk region, which explains why

the central region has a higher velocity than the overall CM velocity. This faster

motion of the central region deforms the peripheral region, partially extending it.

However for large enough F , also the peripheral region completely depins.

Figure 19 illustrates the dynamics of this grain boundary, in a right-bottom

region relative to the sample center. Note that the rotated grain advances at the

expense of the realigned peripheric region.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this work we have addressed, via MD simulations, the rich phenomenology of

the new field of colloid friction. While we have barely scratched the surface of a

vast field, we have identified several interesting features:

• A substantial contrast between the lattice matched (pinned, static friction)

and the lattice mismatch (unpinned, superlubric) geometries.

• Sliding is mainly associated to the motion of solitonic structures.

• For strong corrugation even mismatched configurations undergo a pinning

transition (the Aubry transition), especially in the case of ”soften” an-

tikinks.

• Lattice mismatch is not only associated to different lattice spacing, but also

to angular mismatches, as was done in AFM experiment with graphite sur-

faces [5]. In colloid experiments however, angular mismatches could never

be kept stabilized, probably due to thermal effects. In T = 0 simulations

we could.
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Figure 19: Rotated configuration (θ = 15◦), commensurate lat-

tice spacings, duration 180 time-units. Four successive frames of the

boundary (right-bottom) region between the central rotated part and

the θ = 0 periphery, under the action of F > 0. In the successive

F < 0 simulation the boundary moves back to the left.
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